Consignment Opportunities Available
For Retail Merchants
We have been developing our honeycomb
products since 1992 with the idea to bring
superior products to our customers and provide
jobs to people in America. Please consider
joining our team and become a consignment
partner.
We will place our furniture in your store on
consignment so you can offer our product, with
no up front cost to you.
You can choose to sell your floor model or we
will manufacture the same item for your
customer and ship directly from our factory.

Sing Honeycomb - One of the most earth
friendly materials ever invented
1.

Renewable - Wood Veneer, grown under the sun for
millions of years, veneer is made of wood fiber which is
a component of our Sing Honeycomb with gives it it’s
strength and is an eco-friendly fiber.

2.

Strength - Sing Honeycomb core® is the strongest,
most lightweight and eco-friendly core material ever
invented. Pound for pound our honeycomb core is
stronger than steel and our core is approximately 30
times lighter than other honeycomb products (generally
made of paper honeycomb) out on the market today.

3.

Lightweight - Sing Honeycomb core weight is
approximately 4 lbs. per cubic foot which amounts to
slightly less than the weight of Balsa wood, which is
considered one of the lightest woods in the world.

4.

Energy Saving - It takes less energy to produce and ship
than other known structure materials such as solid wood,
engineered wood, metal, plastic, brick, concrete, glass,
etc…

5.

Long Life - The lifespan of our Sing Honeycomb Products are designed to last you the customer for years and
years rather than months, which means the extended
lifespan of our Sing Honeycomb products could last you
from your child to your great-great grandchildren.

6.

Endless Applications - Our Sing Honeycomb is what
we consider to be a miracle material that is the answer to
many problems in many industries. Buildings, wall
systems, furniture, flooring and more.

Visit us at www.singcore.com or call us at
360-495-3577 or
email us at: info@singhome.com
Sing Honeycomb Products, while all different,
all have the same beginning, a vision that all of
our products have a long and productive life,
whether it’s a door, a dresser, or a cutting
board. To that end we ensure the following:


Our panels use only real wood and real
wood veneer and recycled polyurethane
or eps foam



Non-Toxic Glues are used



All of our panels are manufactured right
here in the USA, none of our manufacturing
is outsourced to other countries

Sing Honeycomb
Furniture
The future of modern furnishings

Thank you
Peter Sing
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Sing Honeycomb Products
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At The Heart of Sing Furniture
Modular Furniture
Sing Furniture lives by the
principle that
less can be
more, less
weight,
means our
furniture
can be
moved
with less
effort.
Less particle board or MDF as in
NONE, not one bit. We think
furniture should be made of quality
Our drawers are made to hold
items.more, be stronger and last longer
than any others

Our furniture weighs at least 1/3 less
than comparable furniture, and there’s
no MDF or fiber-board to add to the
weight. Our furniture is easier to put
together. Stronger than the standard
fiberboard furniture on the market,
our dresser drawers are strong enough
for a man to stand on so you can store
more in your dresser drawers with no
worries about the drawer bottoms
falling out or falling apart.

Sing honeycomb furniture can be taken apart
and put back together as many times as you
need and light enough to be moved wherever
you need it.
That means the
dresser you sent
to your son in
college can go
with him to his
new apartment
after graduation...

is the desire to be better and last longer,
because furniture that last longer is a better
value overall. Anyone can buy a cheap set
of furniture that may last at the most 3 years,
but if you’re replacing your furniture every
3 years that bargain furniture that you bought
is no bargain at all. Furniture should be
viewed as an investment in your home,
something that will stand the test of time and
continue functioning long after the value
brand furniture has gone to the landfill.
That’s why our furniture offers these
features:

The armoire you
purchase for your
children can be passed
down to your great
grandchildren...

That beautiful kitchen
island cabinet with the
exquisite butcher block
top not only looks great
in the kitchen but is
exactly what’s needed
outside during the
family bbq.



Drawers are all hardwood



All furniture is put together with pocket
screws that go into actual wood for
better strength and endurance to daily
use



Furniture that is both light and strong



Drawer sliding mechanisms are
precision placed so drawers open and
close smoothly and drawers sit flush to
the furniture



Our cabinets come in customer’s
choice of standard or butcher block tops



Choose between our already made
furniture or purchase our furniture
panels to design your furniture with
your custom choices

